










ATTACHMENT II 
XXXXX 2020 

 
 
 
VIN:  
Registration No.:  
Registration Date: 

URGENT ACTION REQUIRED CONCERNING YOUR VEHICLE 
THIS IS NOT A CIRCULAR - PLEASE READ IMMEDIATELY 

 
SUBJECT:  Recall Campaign 

  CX-30 (DM) AWD (all-wheel drive) – Fuel may leak from rear of vehicle 
 
 
Dear Mazda Owner: 
 
Mazda Motor Corporation permanently monitors the quality of Mazda vehicles also after the 
sale of the vehicles. We have decided to conduct a Recall Campaign AL015A on certain CX-30  
vehicles produced from 10 December 2019 through 20 March 2020. 
 
If you are a recipient of this notice, your vehicle is included in this recall campaign. 

 
What is the problem? 

On certain subject CX-30 vehicles equipped with all-wheel drive, when fully refueling the vehicle, 
liquid fuel will eventually fill the charcoal canister resulting in a leak. A leak from the canister in 
the presence of an ignition source may increase the risk of a fire. Additionally, the engine may 
stall while driving, increasing the risk of an accident. A Malfunction Indicator Lamp (MIL) and 
warning messages may be displayed in the Multi-Information Display and Center Display to 
indicate a malfunction in the vehicle emissions system if this defect occurs. The defect can occur 
if the fuel evaporation ventilation hose is not connected to the fuel sender unit due to an 
improper manufacturing process at the fuel tank manufacturing plant. 

 

What will Mazda do? 

Your Mazda Authorized Repairer will inspect the fuel evaporation ventilation hose inside the vehicle 
fuel tank. If the hose is found to be disconnected, the dealer will re-connect the hose to the fuel 
sender unit and replace the charcoal canister with a new one. The inspection and repair will be 
performed at no cost to you. 

 

How long will it take? 

It will take approximately one hour to complete the inspection. If the fuel evaporation ventilation 
hose is disconnected, it will take approximately one and a half hours to complete the repair; 
however, your Mazda dealer may need your vehicle for a longer period of time. 
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What should you do? 

Mazda is concerned about your safety, and we encourage you to contact any authorized Mazda 
repairer to schedule an appointment to have your CX-30 vehicle inspected as soon as possible. 
You do not need to bring this notice to the repairer, but it may assist in the check-in process. 
 

Moved or no longer own this vehicle? 

If you have moved or no longer own your Mazda vehicle, please complete and mail the enclosed 
prepaid postcard “Change of Address/Ownership” as soon as possible. This enables us to 
update our records and notify the current owner. 
 
If you are a lessor of the subject Mazda vehicle, we strongly encourage you to forward this recall 
notification to the lessee, as it is critical that the current driver of the vehicle is notified of this 
recall. 
 

Still have questions? 

If you have any questions regarding this recall please contact xxxx at (xxxx)-xxx-xxx xxx (contact 
name and method to NSC/ID). 
 
 
Your satisfaction is a priority for Mazda. We actively work to improve our products and search for 
solutions to improve your ownership experience. We sincerely apologize for any inconvenience 
this recall may cause you. 
 
 
Sincerely, 
 
(NSC/ID Name) 
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Campanie AL015A - VIN list

VIN
3MVDMFWG60E100172
3MVDMFWG60E101506
3MVDMFWG60E104529
3MVDMFWGA0E100538
3MVDMFWGA0E102046
3MVDMFWGA0E102095
3MVDMFWG60E101549
3MVDMFWGA0E101446
3MVDMFWG60E100471
3MVDMFWG60E102706
3MVDMFWGA0E100906
3MVDMFWGA0E101656
3MVDMFWGA0E101908
3MVDMFWGA0E103449
3MVDMFWGA0E103724
3MVDMFWGA0E104467
3MVDMFWG60E101099
3MVDMFWG60E104181
3MVDMFWGA0E102371
3MVDMFWGA0E104557
3MVDMFWGA0E100120
3MVDMFWG60E101041
3MVDMFWG60E102802
3MVDMFWG60E103650
3MVDMFWGA0E102819
3MVDMFWGA0E105257
3MVDMFWGA0E104326
3MVDMFWG60E103897
3MVDMFWGA0E103497
3MVDMFWGA0E103558
3MVDMFWGA0E103617
3MVDMFWGA0E105130
3MVDMFWGA0E105237
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